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The Door of Abyss

A Swiss Record to a 100m Deep

Guided by the wish of inspiring my next, I invite everyone of us to
reconsider our limits. I want to show an outstanding example, new,
fresh, symbolic and promote on this way moral and ethical values
that respect the efforts of Life. Let's positively empower each and

everyone of us to practice the good.

My name is Loïc Vuillemin, i'm a buddhist monk,
competition freediver 14 times Swiss recordman,

freediving master instructor and professional
safety diver, molecular biologist from education,

father and husband. 

Living in Egypt since a bit more than two years
for reasons that link me to my project, i am of a
strong and creative nature, i like challenges and
the spirit of mission that goes with a complete

engagement into them.

The Objective

Reach 100m 
in competition (CWT)

Infos & links - https://deepzen.netPalmares

2019-2021

14 national records

CWT (90m), FIM (86m) et CWTB (86m).

2019 

2nd at Zurich Lake Swiss Championships
9th in CNF at Villefranche sur Mer World

Championships

2020 

2nd at Egyptian Championships
Winner of Freediving World Cup

Best AIDA Freediver- Depth Overall

2021

Winner of International Open of  Sharm el
Sheikh in 4 rounds (5 podiums)



Help me raise this amount. In return for your support, I offer...

Fundraising

Achieving  this  performance  obviously  requires
sacrifices and a lot of training, but also to be present in
several  competitions.  This  means  state-of-the-art
equipment, travels and well organized logistics.

Past  experience  has  shown  me  that  a  competition
season is difficult to negotiate for less than 8000 euros,
the majority of professional athletes needing over the
double.

Newsfeed

Receive a multimedia follow-up of this
performance adventure in the form of a

newsfeed at your disposal. Content written
by myself containing images and videos

specially produced and personalized for you
and your followers. You will benefit from

exclusive content to grow your
communication platforms while retaining
your audience through an extraordinary

story that reflects your values and ambitions.
SEO support and Social Networks

I benefit from a growing audience that is
interested in the authenticity of my

approach. The people who follow me
recognize my value and know that I support

associations, people, products and
organizations whose choice is to offer
quality while following strict ethics.

The quality of my communication wants to
be as close as possible to that expected by
my supporters, so it is a subtle and precise

work that I propose.

My blog posts direct readers to websites of
interest, thereby maximizing the popularity
of your own websites in search engines. I

also offer hard back links.

Branding

The spaces that can be used as advertising
support on a diving suit are not numerous
and who says printing on neoprene means
higher cost and longer manufacturing time.
The forearms and shoulders are locations
that offer a very good visual advantage.

Conferences

I master the art of audiovisual conferencing,
both face-to-face and in dedicated digital

spaces and am very comfortable in public. I
have several great successes to my credit

and many positive echoes afterwards. I am
often asked to focus my speech on a theme

dear to my sponsors. I can offer tailor-made.

Workshops and Retreats

During my travels in Switzerland and
elsewhere, I often offer workshops around
the themes of apnea and meditation. These

moments of meetings are intended to be
public but can perfectly fit into a special

event within a club or a private organization.
CONTACT: kosho.loic@gmail.com


